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‘Sam gets a letter’: forum theatre for climate change
awareness and action

Gisela Renolds describes using the methodology of forum theatre to teach Citizenship and Sustainable
Development Education.

At Global Link we felt that climate change was one of the
key global issues of our time, linking North and South, and
an issue that schools could be tackling as part of Education
for Sustainable Development. However, they shouldn’t just be
learning ‘about’ global warming, but what they can do to take
action. Keen to use participatory teaching methodologies we
decided to use forum theatre as a way of raising
understanding of climate change, and motivating pupils to
take action in their own schools. 

Asked at a human rights and citizenship conference in
Mexico (where we performed in Spanish) why we chose an
environmental theme rather than a human rights theme, I said
that we considered global warming to be a human rights and
social justice issue because the poor in the South are being
affected both disproportionately and drastically by climate
change to which they have contributed very little. This fact is
recognised by DfID (2000), ‘The Red Cross estimates that in
1998, for the first time, the number of refugees displaced by
‘natural’ disasters, caused by floods, storms and droughts,
outnumbered those who had to leave their homes because of
war.’ 

Forum theatre is an exciting participatory theatre practice
put down on paper by Brazilian dramaturg Augosto Boal
(1992, 1998, 2000) but used in various ways around the
world as theatre for development. We slightly adapted the
model in order to fit our agenda, devising a piece of theatre
to address an issue we thought should be of concern to the
pupils but which had also to some extent been expressed in a
‘Spheres of Concern’ student consultation activity which had
been done previously. This was an issue we struggled with:
forum theatre should be starting from the pupils’ concerns, so
were we imposing an irrelevant didactic agenda? And yet, at

the same time, global warming is an issue that affects
everyone! We tried to overcome this by making the issue
immediately relevant to the pupils in the kind of story we
devised.

We ran a drama workshop with each class in advance of
the forum theatre process, looking at the basic needs we
would have if we were living on a small island, and how it
would feel to see our island shrinking as the sea levels rose.
We considered how we could cope with that and emphasised
that some countries, or people, don’t have the resources, the
land, the technology or the possibility to engage any of those
options.

The play begins with Sam receiving a letter from her
friend in Madagascar (most of the schools we performed in
have links with schools in the South). Her excitement turns to
dismay as she learns that her friend Kadika has lost her best
friend in the worst flooding they have ever had. ‘If people are
dying,’ she demands, ‘why’s it not on the news? I need to do
something!’ 

In the subsequent geography lesson she learns about
greenhouse gases and decides that she wants to save the
planet, ‘but the only thing I could think of was building a
windmill.’ She unsuccessfully tries to persuade head teacher
and racing car enthusiast Mr. Fumes to build a windmill, then
her football-mad friend Ryan, and then the tulip-loving
caretaker. But as Sam tells the spectators at the end of the
play, ‘No-one listened to my ideas about building a windmill.
Well, they did, but they laughed at me, or said that it was too
expensive. One day, when I’m grown up, I’m going to build
my own windmill. But in the meantime I had to think of
cheaper ways to make a difference NOW.’



After the play is performed once, the actors and the ‘joker’
(facilitator) facilitate small group discussions with the
audience on what else Sam could have done to achieve her
goal. The play is then performed again, quicker, but at any
point where someone in the audience (a spectActor, no longer
a mere spectator) thinks Sam could have done something
differently to achieve her goal, they can shout ‘Stop!’ The
spectActor is then invited to show how this could be done,
and the other actors have to improvise back, not making it too
easy for them, responding in character, blocking them if they
can but ‘giving in’ if the ‘solution’ seems a good one.
Meanwhile it is the jokers’ role to facilitate the discussion
with the audience. ‘Is that a good idea? Is Sam getting
anywhere?’ If not, the joker encourages others to come
forward.

All the ideas that were demonstrated on stage were
recorded and there are good intentions to take some of the
proposals forward by pupils and teachers. These include
introducing recycling bins, organising office waste paper
collection, and planning energy efficiency measures with the
school caretaker. In one school where we had more time, we
took it a step further into ‘legislative theatre,’ where pupils

could propose school ‘laws’ on paper which were then voted
on by the whole group. One of the proposals was to trial a
Walking Bus for a week, which did happen in September.

The project confirmed that the methodology of forum
theatre is ideal for Citizenship and Sustainable Development
education in terms of knowledge, participation and action.
Whether the schools implement any of the proposals remains
to be seen.
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‘Just Business’ – from the margins to mainstream

Following on from his article in DEJ 8.3, Stephen Fairbrass charts some of the achievements of ‘Just Business’
(‘JB’) and highlights strategies which led to its success. The story of ‘JB’ demonstrates what is possible for a small,
locally based, Development Education Centre to achieve – given sufficient funding, support and determination.

In the early summer of 1998 I interviewed a number of sixth
form students at a school in Suffolk for a piece of research
based on the work in schools of Norfolk Education and
Action for Development (NEAD). The interviews took place
a week before NEAD would be visiting the school to run
workshops, one of which was entitled ‘The Debt Game’.
Further interviews would follow after the workshops, in an
attempt to evaluate the work NEAD was doing. One of the
surprising findings of those initial interviews was the lack of
awareness of the sixth form students about the issue of ‘third
world debt’. Surprising for two reasons: firstly the interviews
were held a week after some 70,000 people had gathered in
the centre of Birmingham to protest the issue of debt to the
G7 meeting taking place there – an event widely reported by
the media; secondly because several of the students I
interviewed were taking GCE ‘A’ level courses in Economics
or Business Studies – subjects that I had assumed (wrongly
as it emerged) would cover the debt issue during lessons.
The seed that led to the ‘Just Business’ project was planted
that day.

In the spring of 2003 I went to Bradford on Avon in
Wiltshire, on behalf of ‘Just Business’ (‘JB’) to run
workshops on the global coffee trade, and on ‘life after debt’
for some 150 sixth formers studying Business Studies and
Economics, from a number of different schools across the

South-West. The invitation to attend this revision conference
(issued by the group of teachers from the schools that had
organised the event) had come about because ‘JB’ had been
asked by Nuffield/Edexcel to provide resources about the
global coffee trade on its website, to accompany and enhance
the coffee trade ‘case study’ that would form the centrepiece
of its Economics and Business ‘A’ level examination in June
2003. In five years ‘Just Business’ had come from the
periphery to the core of Business Studies and Economics
teaching and learning in UK schools. 

I, with my colleague John Cameron, have previously
written in this journal about the strategies adopted by ‘Just
Business’, and some of the lessons that can be learned from
the project’s experience. (Cameron and Fairbrass 2002). We
noted the multi-level approach of the project – working with
the full range of stakeholders in Business and Economics
education – including school students, teachers, LEAs,
examination boards and QCA, initial teacher education
institutions, professional bodies, and other resource
providers. In this piece I want to highlight some of the more
practical achievements of the project in working with those
people and institutions. The purpose is to emphasise what it
is possible for a small, locally based, Development
Education Centre to achieve – given sufficient funding,
support and determination. I would argue determination is




